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Registered Office:
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Works:
“FEDERAL”, A.K. Road, Phulwarisharif, Patna - 801505(INDIA), Tele: +91 612 2251189
Saandhha Oil 

(Ayurvedic Massage Oil for Men)

100% Safe Ayurvedic preparation - no side effects

Feel the Winning Moment! Energies your Potency!!

**Saandhha Oil** is massage oil for Men, used to improve and enhance erection, help to stimulate libido and increase male vigor.

**PRESENTATION**: 15 ml. Bottle with Cap & dropper.

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS (NATIVE/LATIN/ENGLISH NAME)**:

1. KALAUNJI OIL (SMALL FENNEL/NIGELLA SEED)
2. DHATURA EXT. (DATURA STRAMONIUM)
3. SURA SAR (NITRE SALPETRE)

**Contra-Indications**: No known contra-indication.

**Shelf life and special conditions for storage**: **Saandhha Oil** is a Ayurvedic medicine, so it may be kept forever if it should be stored in a cool, dry place, should be proper & tightly caped and protect from sunlight.

**Dispensation**:
- Without prescription - It may be used without prescription if indication matches
- With prescription - It is recommended to use the medicine on prescription.